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ABSTRACT 
The Conference reviewed what we have learned after one year from SN 19S7a. In 

particular, new information continues to come in daily on the evolving spectra, including 
x-rays and -y-rays. We now know the light curve was indeed powered by s6Co decay. The 
neutrino data from IMB and Kamioka continues to be analysed. It is fit very well by a 
standard collapse to a neutron star although some nagging problems with the angular dis- 
tribution remain. Constraints on neutxino and other weakly interacting particle properties 
have been developed that rival or exceed terrestrial laboratory results. The question of 
the counts detected by the Mt. Blanc neutrino detector had new mysteries a,dded at this 
meeting as reports of multiple coincidences with gravitational wave detectors at Maryland 
‘and Rome were presented. Future supernova rates were also discussed. It was argued that 
neutrino detection from a future supernova in our Galaxy might be the only way to prove 
that the Y, was the dominant matter of the Universe. 
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Sup~no~ 19S7;1 ll;ls been one of the mosr exciting scientific events of this century. 

It h;~,,? Ibren almost 400 years since a sup~:rn~~~. visible to the unaided eye. has occurred, 

‘This one not only waz detected in all parts of the electromagncric spectra hut also with 

nczutrinos. The neutrino detection mnrketl the Ijirth of extra solar system neutrino astron- 

OU,y. 

This conference at La Thuile in Italy’s Aosta talley took place almost exactly one yea,r 

after the disccxery of SN 19Y7a. It a~cldressetl the question, what have we learned from this 

event. 

Yew ohserx-ations from the SupernoT-a ham resolved issues such a,s the energy source 

for the light curve (Xi-Co-Fe decay) and the l’resupernova history of the progenitor (it 

n-as once a red giant n,ntl ejected its outer em-i-lope TO become a blue star). The neutrino 

obserxations have now been well studied a.ntl lmcierstood. Most aspects of the supernova 

seem to be falling into place very well. 

Contrary to the LIttempt by the popular press to imply mystery, SN 19YTa is actually 

reasonably well understood. In particular, ma.ny stellar evolution calculations (c.f. Lamb, 
> 

Iben and Howard’, 19 7;; Truran and Brunish-, 19Y5) had indicated that massive stars 

could die with their outer regions as blue rather than red stars either because they were 

never red or because they were once red but contracted to the blue either by mass loss or 

simple contra,ction of the convective zone. Thus the fact that the progenitor was Sanduleak- 

69 20Z1 a blue sllpergia,nt of - ZOMc,! was not sllrprising. Once it is known to be a compact 

blue star then the low luminosity naturally follows.. (Blue means higher temperatures, thus 

smaller rxlius for a given stellar luminosity. Smaller radius at the time of shock breakout 

yields lower initial supernova luminosity). 

The dilemma of whether or not Sanduleak-69 202 was ever red has now been resolved 

by ohserxxtions. It has been shown ‘8’ that there is a circumstellar shell about 0.7 light 

yea,rs from the progenitor star that is the previously ejected red giant envelope. This shell 

has been seen in the uv from the reflected supernova light. It is clear that it is the ejected 

red gia,nt envelope because the surface composition of the supernova was rich in nitrogen as 

one would expect near the base of a CNO burning envelope. Therefore, mass loss did occur 

a,ncl the progenitor was once red and turned to blue. Such a conclusion further stimulates 

the question of how frequent is this phenomena, of massive red giants losing their envelopes 

prior to colla.pse. Mass loss may even be enhanced for the higher metalicity stars of the 

disk. thus ma,king low luminosity Type II’s very common though hard to observe in other 

galaxies. 

Another qhestion that has been resolved l>y recent observations is the energy source 

that keeps t,he light curve so luminous for the whole year. It is now known that the decay of 



‘,‘Yi tO “‘CO r. ““Fe 1 . IS r w lesponsible wurce.~‘~” In part~iclhr. ul~~:leosynthesi~ protiilces the 

Imstahle alpha particle nucleus j”Ni which decays to ~“‘Fe. T!II~ j,ttel-media,te tla,ughtcr “‘Co 

1~~s ;L half-life of iT days which corresponcls exactly to t,he esprw,ntial post-maximum light 

curve decay. Not only does this fit, but the solar m~~~xinuun m&ion (SM&I) ha,s directly 

olxervetl 1 *f-ray lines characteristic of the ~“CO decay t,(r i”F~. Thus we have tlrama.tic 

proof of fresh nucleosynthesis. In fact. if the O.O7Lf,, of freshly synthesized Fe comillg from 

this Type II is true of ail Type II’s then we have no need for si:nificnnt numbers of Type 

I‘s to produce Fe.’ 

The traditional concerns of Type I vs Type II a,re only c<>nct~ns of whether or not 

hydrogen wa.s present in the outer envelope, and for tra.ditionn,l Type II’s it has to be spread 

oat in red giant form.s The real physics question is whether thr star was massive enough 

to undergo core collapse or whether the explosion wa.s caused by a nuclear detonation 

(tiefla,gra,tion) of a C-O white dwarf. Collapse yields detectable neutrinos, detonation does 

not. Thus this was a core collapse. the light curve questions are more analogous to sulfate 

weat her. 

For over 20 years, it has been knowu that the gravita~tional coliapse events, thought 

to be associated with Type II supernovae and neutron star or black hole formation, are 

copious producers of neutrinos. In fxt, the major form of energy transport in these 

objects comes from neutrino int,eractions. It has long been predicted that the neutrino 

fluxes produced by these events would be high enough that if an el-ent occurred within 

the galaxy, it could be detected. The following discussion of the neutrinos borrows heavily 

from Schramm (19ST)‘. 

It has been well estnhlished in the models of Arnctt’” a,nd \Veaver et al.” that massive 

stars with AI 2 YM,z evolve to an onion-skin configura~tion with a dense central iron core 

of about t,he Chandrasekhar IXLSS surrounded by burning Layers of silicon, oxygen, neon, 

carbon. hviium, and hydrogen. Collapse inevitably occurs when no further nuclear energy 

ca,n be generated in the core. The collapsing iron core ma,ss is always about 1.4 & 0.U~~~. 

Bethe and Brown” a,nd Baron et al. I3 have argued that. provided the equation of 

state of matter above nuc1ea.r density is very soft, stars in the mass range 10 < A! 5 16Mg 

with cores slightly below rhe 1.4?iIa Chandrasekhar mass may explode due to the prompt 

exit of the shock wave formed after the core bounces upon reaching supra-nuclear density. 

For stars with 16 5 ~11 < SOUJ, the shock wave stalls on its exit from the core and 

becomes ?,n accretion shock. Wilson et al. I4 have shown that such stars will eventually 

(- 1 second later) e,jecr their envelope a.3 a result of neutrino heating in the region above 

the neutrinosphere and below the shock. (The delayed ejection can a,lso occur in the 

lower mass colla,pses if the initial bounce does not produce a,n c~?splosion.) The success of 
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\rtch tich~-ed cjwtiou ~~~115 tij tlep~:ntl critically f>n the cn~lculational <lr~aii,~. AYiii,~l,ral~dt’5 

ayues that the delayed nwchanism ma!- :A0 hr! se:nsitiYr to the rqlwcir)l; t>i 5rilte ii1 the 

rollapsin: core. Obviously t.he above scenarios are sensitive to [he stifhwss of the core 

eqllacion of sta,te which is <till poorly kno~vn at and above nuclear mass rl(,usiti~,i. ;\s 1~~~s 

first, e:nphasizerl 1)~ Arnetr aud S~hramrn’~. the ejecta have R composition \vllicih fits \vell 

with the o’bserved ‘cosnlic. abundances for the bulk of the heavy elements. 

Re,qa~dle~s of the tletalils of collnpse. bounce. and esplosiorl. it is 1:1ear thilt ro form a 

neutron star the binding wiergy. EF~ z 2 x 10 ” ergs must be relased. Thv total light a.l>d 

kinetic energy of a~ supernr,~~ outburst is about 10” ergs. Thus. the tlifkknce must come 

out in some invisible form. either neutrinos or gravita,ciona.l waves. It has beell shown” 

that gravitationa, ra,clist,iou can at most carry out. I%, of t,he binding encrg:; for rvasolrable 

collapses because nrutrillo rxliation damps out the non-sphericity at’ the collapse (see 

IGzanas ~ncl Schramm”~” c ). Thus. the bull; (> W%) of the binding eneqy comes off in 

the form of neutrinos. 

It is also well esiai~lisl~ecl’~O that for densities grea,ter than about 2 x IO” g/cm’, 

the core is no longer crancpa.rent to neutrinos. Thus, as _ Wtzurel?’ first established. the 

inner core ha.s its neutrinc~s degenerate and in equilibrium with the matter. For electron 

neutrinos. the ‘neutri~losl,llere‘ has a temperature such that the average neutrino energy 

is around 10 .MeV. ‘This was esta.blished once it wa.s rea.lized that the collq)sing iron 

core mass is - 1.4MI~. clue to the role of the Char&as&has mass in the pre-supernova 

evolution fisins the sca,le. Since the p and r neutrinos and their antiparticles only interact 

n,t these temperatures x-ia neutral rather thm chargecl current wea.k interacrionl t,heir 

neutrinosphere is clerper within the core. Therefore. their spectra are hotter than the 

electron neutrino. The electron antineutrino opacity xiii initially be clomina.cetl I>? charged 

current scattering off prot,ons hut as the protons disappar, it will shift to neutral current 

domination. Thus the efkctive temperntwe for ci/,‘s cha,nges from that for I/~‘S IO tha.t for 

up a,nd u,‘s. 

The average emitted neutrino energy is actunily quite vxll determined (Schramm 1957. 

ref.3, also ref.15) for the peal; of the neutrino clist,ribution and is very insensitive to model 

parameters. ‘The peak emission occurs a,t the highest temperature for which neutrinos can 

still free stream out of t,he st.ar. ‘The temperature of this peali varies as the - l/j power 

of the model depencleut I”lrameter’s thus !-iciding a. well determined value regardless of the 

input. 

For v, this yields 

T,, z 3..5?vleV 



or an aver;l~~;c ewrg> 

(E,,-) 25 lOUi?\ 

This is in good ngreemellt xvvith det;~ik:tl IlulnerlC~~l IC~llii~S. As Llle11~I0llCd ;llxx~~. for r/,‘s 

the average ener~ increases with time. The time wwa:c(l VAIIIY is al)out ljLIe\‘. 

It should also be not4 th;lt since rhs irxernction ~‘r(uiii 5rcti<lns in rile star are pr~~por- 

tional to the square of the neutrino rncrgy. the lower cnrrgy iwutriu)s cn,n csca,pe froni 

deeper in the stn,r. In addition. as r,imc :;oes on the I~OW ewlws. su some higher ewrg~ 

neutrinos are a.ble to get, out from tleepcr inside. Thus. r11e encr,;?- clisrriblltion of the ~:mic- 

ted neutrinos is not a pure thermal tiistril~ution at the tcmperatlwe of the neutrinosl~l~erc. 

Also. particularly for the V,‘S xvhere T chlges with ti~w. the time incc~rnt,ed clistributioli 

is a superposition of many temperatlwes $0 its shape will non lw purely Frrm-Dirac. In 

fact, M&e et CLI.?~ argue that the high wcrgy ta,il of the tlistrib~ltion is nbove the thermal 

tail of a distribution which fits the peak. 

\Vhile the general scmario for colla~pse events is well est.ablished. the detailed mech- 

anism for the ejection of the outer envelope in a supernova as the core collapses to form 

a dense remnant continues to he hotly clebated. Therefore. most theorists working on 

collapse prior to SN l!JS7A have focused on these details in an attempt to solve the mass- 

ejection problem. .\s a result, most of the pre-1%: pa,pcrs in the litern,ture are concerned 

with the role played by neutrinos internal to the stellar core, rat,her than the nature of the 

fluxes which might be observed by a neutrino detector on earth. In pa,rticular. while it has 

’ been known since the ea.rly 1970 s *‘J’ that the average energy of the emitted neutrinos wyas 

about 10 MeV, with neutrino luminosities of a few 105’ ergs/set. the cletailecl nature of the 

emitted spectra was only recently esplored in detail by \Iayle. !X?lson, imcl Sclu-amm’GX 

Their calculation emphasized the high-energy neutrinos which are easier to detect. The 

diffusion approsimation used in most collapse calculations dwzs uot t,rcn,t the high-energ) 

ta.il of the spectrum xcurately. 

In addition to the basic energetic arguments, there is t& netkroniza.tion argument (see 

ref. 3, and references therein). The cvllapsing core haz - lo” llrotons that are converted 

to neutrons via 

p+e- i 1, + 1/, 

to form a neutron sta.r. (This process is a,lso called dcleptonization by some a,uthors.! 

Each v,, so emitted from the core, carries away on the nvern,ge 10 UeV. thus around 

1.3 x 10” ergs are emitted by neut,roniz;ltion ve’s. this is 2 10% of the binding energy. 

The remainder of the nelltrinos come from pair processes such as 

,+ + e- -4 vii;; 
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where i = E: il, or 7. with I/,, mtl JJ, ))rocluction ~~ccurriii~~ !?:I neutrill ~tniiwt5. ;rrid r/C ,-ia 

Imth charged a.nd neiitra~l currents. (~5, review hy Fwrvim~ru vt ;rl.“. j .A.> an kde. it, is 

curious to note that the neutral current role focused irp~,u in the i970‘5 KC t,llc, cohtrcnt, 

scattering off heavy nuclei anti irs possible role in thr viccriotl. These rnrly papers ;ilso 

recognized the neuttal current emission of all species birt (lid not ruipliasize it due to the 

preoccupa,tion with ejection merhanisms and presumed uulil&hvotl of <‘x.er eslxcting to 

see a neutrino burst 

Some fraction (5 SOY”) of neutronization occurs as the initial shock hits the nerltri- 

nosphere (the remainder occurs on a neutrino diffusion timexah:). The pair 1~‘s alxays 

come from the ‘thermally radiating core on a diff‘usion rimescale. ‘The times&e for a.n 

initial neutronization v, burst will be much less (5 lo-’ set) t,han the diffusion time 

(- seconds) that governs the emission of the bulk of the flus. Some swxdlrd ‘a.dvec- 

tion/convection’ models increase the iuitia,l v, burst by convecting high-T, degenerate core 

material out. These models have higher-energy ve‘s vitli larger iiuses. and sul,press t,he 

2, ihxes. 

Even in the “tletailecl‘~ expiosion models. more than half of the therma. neut.rino emis- 

sion comes out in the first one or two seconds with prompt models ha,ving even a greater 

fraction emitted in less time. The remainder comes out over the nest few tens of seconds 

as the hot, newborn, neutron stas cools down via Kelvin-Helmholz neutrino cooling to he- 

come a standard ‘cold’ neutron star. Burrows and Lattime? carried out detailed cooling 

calculations prior to SN 19ST.A. Uost other authors cut off their calcula~tions a,fter the bulk 

of the neutrino emission occurred and mass ejection was cstahlishecl. Dekiled models for 

the bulk of the neutrino emission (c.f. Mayle et al.?“) seem t,o find t.hat the pa,ir processes 

yield an approximate ecluipartition of energy in the cliflerent species. The 11,~ and I/~‘S have 

a higher energy per I/, thus their flus is clown to preserve this ecluipartiiion. 

Despite the esplosive mechanism, for stars in the mass mnge 10 5 .\,I 5 16M,? the 

most distinctive structure in the neutrino signal is the initirrl neutronizntion burst. How- 

ever, in the delayed explosions seen by Wilson et al.“. for’stars with .lf 2 16M,>, besides 

the burst, the neutrino luminosity shows an oscillatory behavior superimposed on a.n al- 

most constant neutrino luminosity during the post-bounce pre-e,jection accretion phrrse. 

The oscillations in luminosity are related to oscillations in the mass nccretiou rate onto 

the proto-neutron stx. The physical nature of the instability thilt is Icponsible for t,he 

oscillations in luminosity a,nd mass-accretion rate is clescribed in \Vilsou et al.“, and in 

more detail in Mayle30. ;ifter the envelope is ejected. the luminosity will smoothly decrease 

as the remaining binding energy is emitted during the Kelvin-Hrlmholz coolin:;. ~lodels 

without the accretion phase go directly from the neutrouiza~tion hrirst t,o ICelvin-Helmholz 
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cooiing. Those models thus have t,he fi, emission fall oti wit,h il ~iqql<~ ~~!l;lracceristic c,,ol- 

ing time. However, models with an accretion phase h:~,~e a hi<;!: ;~ver;~;c cmissioll ra.te for 

n second or so after the neutronization burst before the mass c,ject,ion xnd onset a.t the 

cooiing phase with its dropping emission. 

It is important to remember that the average nentrino luminosity. inean neutrino 

energy, and total emitted energy depend only on the initial iron-core mass anti are otherwise 

independent of the explosive mechanism. Becwse the opacity is less f(or rhe vI1 and 1,;s. 

t,hep are emitted from deeper in the core where temperature is higller. Thus. they have 

a higher average energy. The calculations of Ma.yle et ~11,‘s find E,,, Y E,,, z 2E,,*. The 

easier-to-observe V,‘S start out with energy comparable do v,‘s a,nd gratlually shift over to 

the v16 - v, energy as their emission continues from progressively deeper in the core. 

By wing simple, model-independent arguments. one obtains a crude estimated fi, 

counting rate for an H?O detector 

(1 - .f,,lEfl (0) 2 !WD -__ 
n = W,(E,) 47s 1s ??I,,) (1) 

where fn is the fraction radiated in the neutronization burst. (EY) is the average neutrino 

energy, (u) is the average cross section above threshold. [It should be noted that the cross 

section goes as peE, not Ez, (see discussion Appendix to reference 3). Han-ever, this effect 

can be treated as an additional detector sensitivity fxtor. ] I. is the distzulce to the LMC 

r, 20 Kpc, MD is the ma,ss of the detector, mp is the proton mass , mtl :\‘,, is the number 

of neutrino flavors. (For the Mt. Blanc liquid-scintilator detector, one should multiply by 

1.39 for the average number of free protons in H*+?,C,.) Using F-D statistics yields 

(o) N 1; e% 

JR if%- 

where E, is the low-energy cut-off and 8 3 u/E;. 

Plugging in values yields the expected number of counts n of 

(“) 

n=5.?(&)( ? x l~lergs) (2) (;& (2) (F)? (3) 

For the 2.14 kiloton Kamioka detector, this yields about 10 counts. Similuly, for the h;It. 

Blanc detector with 0.09 kilotons, times 1.39 extra. free protons in the scintillator. a simple 

prediction is - 0.5 counts. IMB is a little more difficult because its t.hrcshold is not beion 

the peak se counting rate. In addition, it is totally dominated by the high T tail where 

a constant T may not be an ideal approximation. However, we ca,n crudely estima,te that 

- 50% of the Ve counting rate is above the approximate MB low E cut,-off of ‘10 MeV. 

Thus, with 5 kilotons, IMB should roughly get 13 effective counts. 



To estimate she expected number of electron scattering events one mbu+t rh 8 I)ir 

lnore if threshold effects are to be included. Electron scattering yielcls i), ver!. tiat. (YK:~,;J. 

~listribution. When such a flat energy distribution is combined with a~ finite temyratrwr 

F-D distribution for the initial neutrinos, one finds an expected energy distrib~ition for th,r 

scattered electrons which is quite peaked at low energies. If pure const,zmt temperaturr: 

F-D distributions are assumed for the neutrinos, the total number of scattering is expected 

to be 2 0.5 for 1012~ capture events. If the high energy tails are supressed by absorptioll 

;as Imshennik and Nadyoshen (c.f. 24 and references therein), then the expected scattering 

rate is even lower. H owe\er, if the high energy super-thernnd tails of Mayle et a.i. rue 7 

included. one finds that for every 10 i?‘c absorptions. one expects about 0.7 to 1 ue scattering 

and ahout 0.7 v,e scattering, where v, is either v,,, v,,, vrr VrT or i/e. W;e can understand 

why the scattering rate is - l/15 even though the cross section ratio at 10 1IeV is - SO 

by remembering that there are five electrons for each free proton in an H.?O target. In 

addition at a given energy from our cross section table 

(0”: + 0”; + “0: f u”; + ap)/a,: E 1. (4) 

Thus, if fluxes are equal, the rate is doubled. Actually, average energy of other species is 

about twice that of v,, but tIuses are reduced accordingly to roughly maintain equipartition 

of energy per neutrino species, thus keeping scattering constant. The difference in especcetl 

number of scatterings is an important probe of the high energy tail. 

For the 615.ton C’sc’& Homestake there are 2.2 x 10 3o 3’Cl atoms. rls see* from t,hr 

.Appendix to reference 3, the cross section is not a simple integer power of E,. however. it, 

seems to fall roughly between E3 and E4 relationship for E, 5 30MeV’. For temperatures 

a.hove .5 h<eV, the peak contribution to the thermal avera.ge would be coming from energies 

above 30 MeV where the cross section no longer rises as rapidly and the expected countins 

rate no longer continues to rise with temperature. In the standard case, one expects a,boiir. 

a half of a count above the background. However, for advection models, one might expect 

several “CI events. Similar to the solar case, s’C!I is once again a potentklly sensitive 

r,hermometer. This also constrains models, such as those presented by LoSecco. where high 

energy ve’s are dominant in the event. 

.\ll the predictions described above assume a simple, spherical symmetric colla~pse. If 

large amounts of rotation or magnetic fields were present (with energies comparable to the 

binding energy) then the standard model would be altered with different time SC&S and 

different core masses and binding energies, since such conditions would alter the init,iol 

core mass as well as the dynamics. We will see that the Kamioka/IMB neutrino burst fit-: 

the sta,ndard assumptions well so that the collapse which created thn.t burst did not lia,vc- 

significant rotation or magnetic fields. 
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Before SS lOSY.\. it was Aso obvious that a superno\-a. if detected 1)~ it,5 nwltrin(~)~*. 

would consrmin neutrino properties. In particular. if the neutrinos ,;ot hvrc. :YP’I~ h;lve il 

lifetime limit. If the time pulse wasn‘t too spread out. that wo~ltl nlean a ILGISS limit OLL 

those neutrino types that n-ere clearly identified. Also. from Lhe number of i;, cwnts. one 

could constrain .V, since if ‘vy wrw large, the fraction of thermally protluceci oh’s w~ltl 

w clown. In addition. neutrino mixing could be constrained hy detectins ~litf;:rcnt types 13 
and comparing; with ~Iil~hc:vev-Smirnov’3 matter mising. n,s pnrnmeterizrtl to solve the 

solar neutrino problem, I/, - v,, (or v, j. n.nd v,, (or v,) -+ I/,, hut nothing hn~ppens in the 

antineutrino sector. Such mixing would eliminate seeing the initial 11~ burst, but give hi!&r 

energies to the Iater. thermal v, since they’d be mised vi,‘s (see Walker anti Schra.mn~3Z). 

Of course, non-solar AI&he:-ev-Smirnov can be used if antineutrino mising is seen. These 

effects were esaminecl hy Dar in his talk. 

NEUTRINO OBSERVATIONS 

Table 1 summarixs the neutrino observations, noting two reported neutrino bursts. 

Before discussing the plausibility of the first event, it is important to note that there clearly 

was a detection on Felxuary 23rd near 7h 35m U.T. at the IMB and Kamioka detectors.. 

Thus, unquestionably extra solar system neutrino astronomy has been born!! \Vhile the 

smaller detectors also reported counts at this time, it is clear that they would not have 

interpreted them as anything specia,l if the MB/I iamioka burst had not been known. Thus 

while they don’t cause any doubts about the existence of this burst they also can’t confirm 

it either. This was discussed a.t this meeting by Vandeveitle and Iioshiba. 

Let us now examine the burst Mt. Blanc reported on February 23rcl: -2:.X with five 

events which was unsubstantiated by the other three detectors. While lack of concordance 

is easy to understa~nd for IMB and Baksan, due to their higher t~hresholcls, rhe lack of a 

strong concordant &all significa,nt above background, is difficult with regard to Iiamioka. 

The Kamioka detector is 2140 tons, compared to 90 tons for Mt. Blanc. (AIt. Blanc was 

designed to detect C~‘S from collapses in our galaxy, not the LMC.) Thus, many people have 

dismissed this first event as a,n unfortunate statistical accident. A posteriori smtistics are 

difficult. While the chance of hackground exactly duplicating this event configuration eight 

hours before the visual outburst is low, perhaps the more reievant question is: What is the 

chance of background producing any plausible signal within two clays prior to the visual 

detection’? If any plar~sible signal is defined as three or more events (only three events 

were clearly above background) in less than or equal to 30 seconds, a chance occurrence 

hecomes quite reasonable a,nd many have assumed this explanation. In fact, Sava,adra in 

his talk mentioned that in nine months the Mt. Blanc detector did indeed have another 5 
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ii~-ent l)llrst as i~~~lil he wiwmiiic- qivw tlw poisson still iyr,irs. Howrrer. <me slm&l be 

c.a,,ttiou- iii following populr~r upi~~iotl t,c~c> ~al)itll~. D~~~TC~:IJIIS I~C;~I tl~~~d~~ltl can he triclcy, 
and star,istics of snmll numbers are notoriously suspect. In fact. vchile both thresholds are 

ideed low, hit. Blanc is lower. In lx~rriculnr, &It. Blanc sees 1)ositrons down to +., .jlleV- 

whereas Iiamioka does not see p&trons below Vie\ (their jO’% e&iency point is actually 

j .MeV). Furthermore. .\It. Bla~rc sees rota1 energy inclutlin~~ t’e- annihilation thus it is 

capable of detecting incoming neutrinos clown to 5.3 Xle\‘ wirerens Iiamioka must add 1.3 

UeV to get their neutrino energies. >-ieiding their lower ixnmcl on detectable neutrinos of 

s.3 bIeV> a full 3 ?&\7 shove Ut. Blanc. 

Kamioka did report that they hat1 a background count above tl~reshold in the lo- 

minute interxal centered at the XIt. Blanc event which is consistent with their back- 

ground. Thev have also examined their sub-threshold background and found no evidence 

for enlxtncen~ent.“O Figure 1 shows r,lw implied temperature and neutrino luminosity im- 

plied by the Mt. Blanc. These were estimated by deconvoiuting F-D distributions with 

thresholds and efficiencies. Notice that the burst reported at Mt. Blanc is not well fit by the 

standard collapse assumptions hilt, instead requires lower-than-expected temperrrtures and 

extraordinarily high total energies. Let iis suspend our theoreticai prejudice and ask if such 

a high-luminosity, low-7 event did occur, could Kamioka not have seen it? In fact, as first 

noted by De Rujula3” a minimal IGunioka detection cannot be totally excluded because 

bhe implied Mt. Bla.nc burst tempern,ture is so low, a,nd the thresholds are different. Even 

zero events is possible if the temperatiire of the neutrino distribution were low enough. 

The lower part of Figure 1 sl~ows the expected Kamioka counts versus temperature of the 

source for the hit. Blanc burst. To get less than a, few counts at Iiamioka requires neutrino 

temperatures under 1 Me\;. Lower temperatures yield higher flus in order to get 5 events 

ant Mt. Blanc. To avoid a Iianlioka conflict would require T < 1 MeV and E~~TAL 2 10” 

ergs! Compxable to or greater thau the entire rest mass of the Sa.nduleak star. Models 

with large magnetic fields and/or rotation, such as Symbalisty et al.“’ have low tempera- 

tures. but it is hard to imagine an event, which radiates a minir.wtm of several neutron star 

rest vzasses in neutrinos. or has a, very non-thermal distribution. The non-standard event 

must then be followed by a suhsecluent collapse five hours later to a black hole or a dense, 

stra~nge-matter star looking very much like a normal collapse. ads we shall see. 

GRAV-IT-ATIONAL WAVE COINCIDENCE? 

One of the most surprising results presented at this meeting was the possible co- 

incidence of 11 Mt. Blanc events around 2 hours of the .5 event burst which were in 

simultaneous coincidence with the Rome and Maryland gravity wave detectors. These 
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;,re room tenlp~~ratLwe bar cleri!ctors. Thus by the standa.rd estimates of .seiisitivity the! 

;rould have required severnl lO”.\f.~, of energy iii gravity waves a,t the L.\IC to produce a 

~irtoction. However, Weber disputed the stamhird ,grwitp cross section estima,tes which 

wxild. if &id. remove that energetic problem. An alternative a~pproach by DeRujula was 

fo accept the standa.rd estimates but argue that some new sca1a.r field produced the grav- 

it,y wave detections. Even if we go to new physics t,o explain the gravity waves or a,ccept 

\Veber’s dismissal of that problem. xve are still left wit11 the problem of how to get the Mt. 

Blanc detector to “fire.“ While it is difficult to see how any : ’ hour sequence could occur 

which would be coupled to a collapse that has intrinsic timesxles of seconds or less, the 

real problem is again energetics of the Mt. Blauc detections. If 5 events cause energetic 

problems. think of what 11 do. An a.ltemative is tha,t. these events were not in the LLJC 

but much closer. thus reducing the energy requirements but requiring a remarkable timing 

coincidence. Given all these problems, we still quote Eddington: “Observations should not 

he believed until confirmed by theory”. Unlike IAnioka a,nd IMB, it should be remem- 

bered that the Mt. Bln~nc detector was actually constructed to look for coila,pse neutrinos; 

imfortunately it wvas optimized for collapses within 10 kpc. 

Let us now turn our a,ttention to the well established Kamioka/IMB burst. (For a 

detailed discussion, the fact that Mt. Blanc and Ba~ksan also have signals is irrelevant 

other thn.n to show that detectors - l/20 the mass can have N l/10 the counts, due to 

statistics of small numbers plus possible background subtraction uncertainties.) Figure 

2 is a plot showing the energy and timing of the Kunioka and IMB events. (Kamioka’s 

event no. 6 is ignored as being below their criteria for a. definitive event.) Note that almost 

all the counts concentrate in the first few seconds, a,s one expects in collapse models. A 

rea,sonable ta,il. as predicted by theory26,3’ , yields low but finite rates after ten seconds. 

Such rates following the bulk early emission from an accretion phase have little difficulty 

in producing a,pparent gaps in counts due to the problems of small number statistics (c.f., 

Ba.hcal13’ etal. or Ma,yle and Wilson36). Note also tha.t the IMB late counts (clashed lines) 

nicely fill in the 6 second gap in the Kamioka data. 

To examine consisiency let us use the number of counts and mean energies measured 

iu the experiments to determine the implied temperature and energy emitted in V,‘s. Such 

estimates require detailed consideration of efficiency and threshold effects. 

To convert a, mea,n neutrino energy to an effective temperature requires assuming tl1a.t 

rhe emitted v spectrum was we 11 described by Ferrn-Dirac statistics. AJayle et al. argue 

t,hat this is a reasonable assumption however, as mentioned before. they did find that their 

models had a ‘higher ta,il at high energies than a simple, single-temperature model would 

yield. Thus, one might expect the IMB temperature to be slightly higher than the Iiamioka 
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:emp~wr.uw ~lrw r.i0 its xvcigixiuc, on the high-etner:>- events. If tlw ri’< fit F--D xtat,istica, 

Then the meau ,we~gy (EY) as xcorcleci by i\ detecror u-it11 rxiw srcti~n propo~tiona.1 to 

Ez nnd cut-off energy Eo, wir.11 efficicwcy of tlerrctiou j(E). is slvell I~eio~ where E a.ncl 

T are measured in the same unirs. and Eo = EJ $1 + Q 

Iwhich goes to the v-e11 l~nown F-D integral va~lues for Eo = 0. Thus. we have a polvnominal 

equation for T: 

i T? 

> T++(mEi; =; 
1’0 

This latter equa.tion can be trivially solved for the effective temperatlx, T,,( (EY), Eo): 

from this equarion it is obvious tha,t the effective T is a very sensitive function of E,,. 

We will use efficiency weighted values for n so as to avoid the treatmrnt of the efficiency 

function in the integra,ls. Evalua,ting (0) counts and energies from equation 5 yields 

ig) z “.j x710-44 T;;< $.$ + 2 + 62 + ,,$? + 1,) ,-EoIT,,? (7) 
again. a, function that is sensitive to EC,. Equation 3 for R can he inverted to solve for Ed. 

where the tota, energy, ET (which ca,n be compared to neutron star binding energy, EB) is 

related CO E;, 1)) 
LV”E& 

cT= (I-fn)’ 

The numbers in Figure 3 a,re c&&ted assuming dVu = 3 and j’,, = 0.1, with Iiamioka 

having M.(D = 2.14 kilotons, and IMB having MD = 5 kilotons. Figure 3 shows the energy 

radiated versus TGC. The ixundaries of the region come from one cr errors in counts as we11 

as the range of reasonable assumptions one might make about cut-off energies and stated 

experimental errors in energy. 

T\‘hile oue might expect (from ;iIa,yle et A) IMB to measure a slightly higher T. 

it is interesting chat there is nevertheless a region of overlap where both data sets yield 

the same 7,,* n,nd Ed,. It is pxtic&rly satisfying that this region of overlap is exactly 

where one might have expecrecl a standard gravitationai collapse event to plot, namely, 
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- ‘: ET - ‘2 x 10” er,q. T - 4.j .\lcl-. Similar conclusions !vere re;lciietl I)? Sat0 and Suzrll;i’r7 

;mtl Bahcall et rJ3s using a tlifferwt wea~tment rlnrn Ilab ileen al~l~iictl here. Once 2- and eT 

arc determined one crm use the lumiilosit)--t,emperature relat~ioniliip tk-, solve for the rncli,is. 

R. of the neutrinosphere and o~Jrnin. in our case. a fen- tens of kilometers in wikx~ni~ l~le 

n,greement with the standard n~otlrls. \&ether- of not the first, LWO or the ILIst tlm?e e\-cnts 

from Iia~miol;n are included. It is worth noting that the above analysis is wry crude, I<$,lb 

et al.“” have pointed out that, simple converting of E, to E,, - (3, as was (lone here. is 

inaccurate although it does not rffect these conclusions. ;ilso uote that the bounda,ries 

used in Figure 3 do not have a quantitative statistical mea,iiing since systematic as \velI 

as statistical uncertainties were mixed in obtaining them. .Sonetheless: the results are 

suggestive a~ntl more detailed analyses seem to yield similar c~~llclUsions3s~3G~3~. 

The a.ngular distribution for Kamioka used to show an excess of 3 or so counts in the 

direction of the LMC with a possible slight excess in the direction of LMC. However. at 

the Yamada Meeting in Tokyo. ir, was revealed tha,t the a~ngular direction for the #Z ewnt. 

was in error and shouid be 40” nrlt 1s”. This gives an excess of only 2 over isotropic. This 

also eliminates the use of the 2 events for mixing arguments, etc. as Dar proposed. Since 

rj’e + p would yield a,n isotropic distribution. the number of clirected electron scattering 

events should he relatively sma.11, as might be expected by the ratio of cross sections, 

-4s mentioned before Maple et al.‘s expect - 1.j for 12Ma or 2 for their IS&J,,, model 

in reasonable agreement with the observations. One also cspects that - 50% of these 

scattering events are higher energy vP, Y,. vl,, fir. or fij, events. This also fits well since the 

highest energy Iiamioka events hove cos8 > 0.7. It is also intriguing that the first event had 

cos 8 closest to unity. Remember tlmt the initial 0.01 SW neutrino burst is expected to be 

v,‘s with no 17,‘s. While such a sca,ttering might be excessive considering the cross sect,ion 

suppression (unless the v, flux is slightly enhanced 1,~ ndvection convection) sta,tistics of 

one are not worth arguing a,bout and are not useful in confirming or denying one theory 

instea.d of another. It is interest.ing to note tha.t models with no high energy tail would 

predict less than l/2 a scattering event. Since the data seems to require 1 or more with 2 as 

a best fit, it is reasonable to argue that the da.ta do lean towards models with high ener,v 

tails over models with pure constant T distributions a~ncl certainly models with absorption 

supressed tails run into difficulty. However, statistics of 2 do not make a strong case. 

The angula~r distribution for IMB is more problen~atic.G2 Initially the failure of one of 

the 4 power supplies ma.s thought to bias the ciat,a but subsequent analysis showed that 

the effect wa,s not signikmt. ‘The IMB distribution peaks at, - 45” with most of the 

events forward a.nd no significant backward smtterecl events. It clearly is not fit by an 

isotropic source however if it is recognized tha,t nt hi;h energy and with the particular 
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rletector then 17, + 1, should yield - 1 + 0.2 costi not isotropic anti with a, high E tail giving 

- 1 e-scattering then the distribution is a,t a - 10% probabiiity, so it is not too (5 2~) 

lmlikely (the 1 + O.:!cos 0 tlistribution by itself is a,t < 3% prol~abilir~y level). However. 

rhe alternative proposed by \~a~ndevelcle of some new physics cannot bc trivially escluded, 

cxpecially when one notes the other mystery of these detectors-namely the suppressed 

p/e ratio in a~tm~qberic neut,rino events. 

While discussing Y, scatterin,q its worth noting that the 3’Cl experiment of Davis was 

operating at. the t,ime of The Supernova, and counting began shortly after the light was 

observed. This esperiment is only sensitive to I/,‘s. After 45 da,ys of counting, Davis saw 

one count, completeI>- consistent with his normal counting rateXg. As mentioned before, 

for a standa.rd collapse one expects from the LMC event - 0.5 events in the Homestake 

Chlorine detector. However. if one interprets the I&mioka data as implying a large excess~tO 

of v,‘s, then one might have expected several “‘Cl counts. The la,ck of observed Cl counts 

argues that t,he I,,~ flux is not in disagreement with standard predictions of - 2 x 10s2 ergs of 

neutronization v,.‘s: plus 3 x IO”? ergs of thermal v,‘s, all at E, - 10 MeV (Z’,, - 3.5 MeV). 

This constrains tnodels ‘I.‘? with ‘advection’ producing excessively large high-energy v, 

fluxes a,nd reducing the V, fluxes. As mentioned earlier, such models can predict at most 

about 5 3’c’l counts. While estreme models with rvc 2 5MeV and fv. - 1 may be in 

difficulty, intermediate models with T,,* 5 4 MeV and/or fy. ,$ 0.5 a.re still allowed, as 

Dar noted 

Another constraint on v,‘s comes from interactions with isO which would be backward 

peaked at high energy. No da,ta. shows any evidence for this. 

The total time spread trf the IXB/I<amiol;a events (see Figure 2) shows that v-emission 

(or at least detection) &ted for - 10 sec. The duration of neutrino emission v,aries in 

different colla,pse models due to the equation of state and the total mass of the collapsing 

core (is it slightI>. grea.ter or less than 1.4&&q.?) and the dynamics (prompt vs. accretion). 

Longer timesc&:, favor soft equations of state higher core masses (1.4 - 1.6 vs. 1.2 - 1.3&I/10) 

and thus favor accretion versus prompt mechanisms. However, until we have a collapse 

in our Galaxy with a more deta,iled time evolution of the v-signal it will be hard to make 

detailed statements on the collq~se mechanism 

CONSTR,lINTS ON NEUTRINO PHYSICS 

Independent (of detailed ccAapse models. we can use the detection of neutrinos from 

SN 19S7a in the Kamioka and II\lB detectors to constrain neutrino properties. This was 

reviewed by Dar”’ and m!; arguments here pamllel hut do not exactly replicate his. 
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Xeutrino Lifetime 

Obviously, if P,‘S made it over 50 Kpc, they must have a iifetimc 7 such tha,t 

-,r 2 l.G x 10jq.r 

where 7 is the relativistic fxtor i y = E,,/m,,). Of course. to h:L!.e decay requires m,, > 0. 

Since y for vls from the sun is - l/10, y’s from supernovae (assuming mUC = ,izC.) this 

means that neutrino decay is not a solution to the solar neutrino problem uuless one 

combines decay with special mixing assumptions’3. 

.4n additional lifetime constraint comes for nny neutrino decaying to photons. In 

particular if the decay occurred iu the star it would effect the dynamics (Falk and Schra.mm 

19i’i) as long as y 2 lo-” sec. Even if it occurred in flight it would .;ieid y-rays associa.ted 

with the neutrino burst at unacceptable levels. (SMM saw no ;t’s at a level at l/cm2 set 

and yet there were - 10’O~~‘s/cn? sec.) Thus we know that Y~‘S v*‘s and v7’s are able 

to go for 1.6 x 10’ years without clecaying to y’s or to e+e- pairs whose annihilation in 

space would produce observable -,‘s. Turner a,nd Kolb quantify this as (r/fiJ), 2 5 x lOI 

sec/eV.63 

Neutrino Mass 

Since the neutrino bursts wre relatively na.rrow in timespread, despite the energies 

being spread out over a range of about a factor bf two, it is obvious that there cannot be 

too significant of a neutrino rest, mass. While the r&tionship between mass, timespread 

and energy is derived in freshman physics the world over, the key here is to decide which 

counts to use to get the time and energy sprea.d. and to estinmte what the intrinsic spread 

was in the neutrino burst in the :lbsence of finite masses. It is these assumptions that have 

yielded more neutrino mass preprints thnn neutrino events observed. (Thus, we will not 

bother to reference them.) 

Before discussing what we ca,n say in a model-independent manner, it is important 

to emphasize that all we get Illodel-independently is an upper limit on the mass, since it 

is certainly possible that the t,imespread is just due to intrinsic emission time, and not 

any mass effects. Thus, all palmers claiming finite masses rxher than upper limits are 

intrinsically model-dependent. III addition, since most. if not all. of the counts are c~‘s, 

it is only reasonable to measure neutrino-mass limits for mu, = nz,,=, not for any other 

neutrino species unless assumptions about mixing are made. (Of course anything else, like 

a fine-tuned photino, that interacts in H,O with a rate similar to Y,, nnd is produced in 

supernovae, would also he limitetl.) 
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Let us now plug some values into the .mdtld relation for the mass in~plietl I)!- two 

particles of energy, El and E,: ~cmitt4 at the ~G!:M time. bur arriving 50 Iipc away lr-itll 

a separation At. 

rn = ‘OeV ( ,,;ZeLT) [i;‘,;$?;; i;2;g;;j; 1] “2 

Model-independently, the simplest thing to tic is 10 assume that the entire 13 set spread 

of Kamioka was due to this effect. (IMB. with i1~1 higllcr energies, isn’t able to constrain 

things as well.) Schramm” ancl Kolb et a,l.,i’y i~r,~ “ue that with these assumptions alone it 

is really difficult to get limits much better than inc, ( 3Oel.~. Once Eve admit that the 

supernova limit is comparable to the Zurich ~~s~~erimental limit ‘* of )~z,~ < 20 eV, the 

whole game becomes irrelevant, except for riic c\lriousit,y tha~t by having the supernova 

take place in LMC, the values come out very close t,o terrestria.1 la,boratory measurements. 

Alternative games of assuming two or more 11eut,rino types of different ma,ss run into 

the problem of low cross section for detection of all but 17~. In addition, if the three late 

Kamioka events were a different neutrino with ))I - 20 eV, compared to the earlier burst 

with rnfie < 20 eV, one also has trouble unrlerstauding why these late events don’t show 

any strong directional character, since they would then be electron-scattering events for 

either a v,, + I?~ or v, + c7. While it would be wonderful to have mu7 5 20 eV. to give us 

the hot dark matter of the universe, this superno~ cannot be used to prove it (or disprove 

it). However, a supernova in oul galn,sy ma!- pxn ide the only way of measuring a v, mass 

of this magnitude. 

If specific reasonable models are assumctl. sli+tly tighter limits can be obtained. For 

example, Abbott, De Rujula and U’alker~” llsius il. diffusing neutrinosphere model obtain 

a 95% confindence limit of rnc, 5 IS eV for the Ii;lmiokn events tmd B&call and Sperge14s 

find n Ye 2 l&V if all 19 events are used and th(, relative timing of Iiamioka a.nd IMB is 

optimized. However hlayle and Wilson”’ slx~ llia,t their n~oclels fit the data equally well 

with any rnc* 5 30 eV! 

Number of Neutrino Flavors. Asions a~ntl IIn iorolls 

A limit to the number of neutrino flavors (with 1)~ ,, 5 10 MeVj, :V,, can be derived4’~“~“* 

from observation of the supernova-produced i;,‘s. ‘The argument is based on the fact that 

in an equipartition of emitted neutrino luminosities among all flav:ors. the more flavors. the 

smaller the yield per flavor. Since 6’e is only one flayor. this means that a detection of Fe’s 

tells you immediately that bhe dilution by flair could not have reduced the luminosity of 

V,‘S below detectability. From these a~rgumeuts n.irh appropria.te uncerta.inties considered, 

Schramm”’ showed that the supernova requires .S,, 5 ‘i. This number is not as restrictive 

as cosmological bounds 4g.50 but is comparal~lc to current accelerator limits”. 
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This argument can be used to limit any other sort of particle that might be emitted 

by the supernova and dilute the 6, energy share. Using the fact, that axions can escape 

from the higher 2’ central core even though neutrinos cannot. Eve ” can further restrict 

nsion coupling, f. 2 10’1 GeV exceeding current red giant limits’s hut not eliminating 

axions altogether since cosmologicai density arguments could still ;dlow an a,xion to be the 

dark matter. In fact, the only asions allowed are ones which wruld provide interestiiig 

cosmological densities. 

Neutrino Mixing 

If neutrino mixing occurs between emission and detection, it can obviously niter things. 

If the mixing is simple vacuum oscillations and the mixing length is short compared to 50 

Iipc, then the chief effect will be an increase in the average I/,. and to a lesser extent I’~, 

energy, due to the oscillations with the higher energy ~~,‘s and I/;“;. Since we only reliably 

detect c,‘s, this energy enhancement would be difficult to resolve. \Vhile some supernova 

models may need such enhancements to understand the IMB counts. others such as Mayle 

et al. do not; thus, no definite statements on mixing can occur. (The possibility of the 

electron scattering events having high energy is also still in the noise.) 

Let us now address the matter mising such as Mikheyev nntl Smirnov, and Wolfen- 

steinz3 (MSW) have proposed. Walker and Schramm3* have applied this to stellar collapse 

scenarios. If this is indeed the solution to the solar neutrino problem, then only v, ++ v,,(Y~) 

mixing is possible, not V, + v,,(Y~). Thus, the solar neutrino solution would not enhance V, 

fluxes. It would deplete the initial neutronization burst. Since rcI, cross sections are down 

by ,-a l/6, the possibility of seeing a neutronization scattering is significa,ntly reduced. 

Thus, if the initial possible scattering is real, standard adiabatic lISW is not the solution 

to the solar neutrino problem. However, provin, u that the first ri:ent in an eleven event 

distribution is really scattering rather than isotropic background is fraught with statisti 

difficulties. 

If we drop the solar neutrino solution and go to general MST\: mixing, then we can mix 

fiw(~r) into cL, which might enhance the energy slightly, but would otherwise do little. No 

effect would occur for the electron scattering v,‘s. As in the case of vacuum oscillationsl 

no definitive statement can be made.. 

COLLAPSE RATES 

Over the last 1000 years there have been only 5 visual supernovae in the Ililky T\-a! 

Galaxy, implying at first glance a rate of l/200 years. However. if we look at galaxies like 

our own, that is standard evolved spiral Sb and SC galaxies. n-e findlo in other qlaxies 

rates of, l/l5 to l/20 years. Obviously our galaxy’s observed low rate is probn,bly the 
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result of most of our galaxy being obscured from view 11~ dust ill the disk. In f;ict the 5 

historical supernovae were all in our sector of the galaxy implying a minimal rnllatlcement 

of a factor of 5 to l/50 yr to include the entire disk volume. .Uow that xi’c cii~, detect 

collapses by neutrinos alone, we don’t need to worry about the obscuration of l,~lr disk, 

so the rates m other galaxies where we sample their entlre thsl~ might be Moe r,elevs,nt. 

However with neutrino detectors we only see Type II supernovae thus the rn,tr~ quoted 

may be on the high side since these include all types (“neutrinoless” Type I‘s n.ccount for 

- l/3 to l/2 of the supernovae by such direct counting of supernovae in these :,&sies). 

Such direct counting of supernovae is fraught with uncertainties. For exunple Sx 1gS’TA 

would probably not have been included since it was so underluminous. If the fr;lction of 

blue star collapsing is only minimally related to metallicitp then SN 19S7.1 tylxs could 

enhance the supernova for the high metallicity disk populations. It may r~eu be that 

metallicity enhances the blue progenitor fraction as high mass loss rates might m<,ve more 

stars from red to blue prior to collapse. Of course, if the blue progenitors only occur 

in metal poor populations, SN 1987A would not alter the statistics for the blilky Way. 

Similarly, other underluminous collapses, such as Cassioppe A would not be detected in 

extragalactic surveys. Tammann discusses many other difficulties. People have also 

tried to use pulsar formation rates supernova remnant statistics but these are plagued 

with uncertainties such as distances, beaming fractions, remnant lifetimes, etc. ~~rud can at 

most give order of magnitude estimates. 

An alternative approach to direct searches is to do statistics on stellar tyl)es. As 

mentioned before7 we don’t need Type I’s to make iron. Thus a,pparent large numbers of 

Type I’s may be a selection effect due to their greater brightness or a recently high rate 

having little to do with the integral rate over the history of the Universe since otherwise 

Type I’s would have produced too much iron. Bahcall and Pira.n 54 have shown rhat the 

rate of’formation of all stars 2 8Ma is -l/8 yr using a, Saipeter mass function a,nd a, 

constant star formation rate. All such stars presumably undergo collapse. Of corxse the 

Salpeter mass function is probably most uncertain for these more massive stzws. and the 

assumption of a constant rate can be argued. 

We do not know that from the 2% heavy element content of our galaxy and the nssump- 

tion that 2 1Ma of heavies is ejected per collapse that the lO”J$ disk requires ,$ ‘2 x 10’ 

ejections over the 15 x 10’ yr history of the galaxy. Thus our average Type II rates” is 

5 l/i yr. Since our current rate of explosion is 5 the average, this is certainl>- a good 

limit. Since some galactic evolution models seem to have roughly constant nuclr~l~:nthesis 

rates5s this limit is also not a bad estimate and is in good agreement with the Saipvter rate 

estimate. Of course other galactic evolution models argue for high initia.1 supern~wa~ rates 
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which would yield very low present collapse rates to fit te avera,gc of siml/yr.: now that 

we know that SN 1987a was changed from red to biue by mass loss. it is not unreasonable 

to think that many SN are missed in esternal surveys. Thus the nucleosynthesis rates and 

massive star formation rates implying SN rates of - l/10 yr may he reasonable. 

SUMMARY 

This supernova in the LMC has proven to be one of the most exiting astrophysical 

events of the century. It has already taught us much about supernova physics and more 

should be forthcoming as heavy element spectra and the remnant come into view. We now 

know that blue as well as red stars collapse, and that SN luminocities for blue progenitors 

are indeed lower than for red oues. 

The neutrinos from SN 19ST.A have proven that our understanding of the basic energet- 

its of gravitational collapse was quite reasonable once we included neutral current efIects. 

Given that we now know what a neutrino burst looks like, we should have confidence that 

if a collapse occurs anywhere in our ga.lasy, regardless of the visibility of the SN, we should 

observe it . 
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FIGPRE CAPTIOKS 

Figure 1: The Mt. Blanc event implicnt~ions on emitted energy t~emperatrwe and especte(1 
I&&.&a counts. 

Figure 2: The v counting rates for I\IB/Iiamioka. 

Figure 3: Emitted energy, Ed, in I’~ n,ntl total emitted energy, ET (assuming IV, = 3) 
versus temperature for Iiamioka and MB data, allowing for statistical errors as well <as 
systematic shifts due to possible electron scatterin,, * events and variations in threshold 
and efficiency assumptions. Sate owrlap region is a good fit to the standxd model. 



! 
Table 1: Xeutrino Da,tn 

Time (UT) February Detector (threshold‘/size) # of Events (E-range/Duration) 
I 23 2h .52m 
! 

Mt. Bkwc (7 MeV/90 T.)+ .5 (G-10 MeV/‘T set) 

““&l min Ilamiokn (S MeV/2.14 kT) I,(7 UeV/lO set) 
I 
) (consistent w/background) 

I 
..:i IMB (30 A’IeV/G.S l<T) none reported 

, .‘11 Baksan (11 MeV/130 T)+ none reported 

‘73 Th 35m ( f min) Ikmiolta (7 ?&V/W T) 11 (‘i-35 MeV/13 set) 
! 23 7h 3.5111 
I 

IMB (30 MeV/G.S kT) 5 (2040 MeV/4 set) 
CL,, 

I Baksan (11 ?/IeV/130 T)+ 3 (12-17 ?vleV/lO set)*** 
i.‘, Mt. Blanc (7 MeV/SO T)+ 2 (‘i-9 MeV/13 set) 

I sum of pulses Homestake I/,, (0.7 MeV/615 T)** 0 

Optical 

‘3 9h 25111 la.ck of sighting mv 2 S magnitude 

‘3 1011 4om photograph m, = 6 magnitude 

24 10h .53m discovery m, = 4.8 magnitude 

‘Threshold is when efficiency drops to 5 50% (sub-threshold events are therefore possible), 

+These detectors are liquid scintalators with Hz~+~C’,, thus have -1.39 more free protons than Hz0 detector 

of same mass. 

**The Homesta.ke detector is only sensit.ive to v,‘s. It is made of C2C1, 

“‘Three fiducial volume events. 5 total volume events. 
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